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SUMMARY REPORT 

Introduction 

The seventh regular aeetlng of the IAEA International Working Croup 
on Reliability of Reactor Pressure Coaponents (IWG-RRPC) was held at the 
Agency's Headquarters in Vienna froa 3 to 5 September 198S. 
Representatives to the IWG-RRPC froa Member States attended the aeerl.ig. 
The aeeting was also attended by observers froa the Coaalsslon of che 
Curopean Coaaunities. The neeting was opened by Mr. N.L. Chat, Director 
of the Division of Nuclear Power of the IAEA, ano was cnalred by Mr. L.M. 
Davles of the U.K. 

The list of participants is attached to the suaaary report (Appendix 
_, I)-as well as the Agenda of the aeetlng (Appendix II). 

Minutes of the Meeting 

In his opening address and in welcoming aeabers and observers to the 
seventh regular aeetlng of the IUG-RRPC, Mr. Char noted that the IAEA 
would be constrained by a zero-growth budget In the near future. 
Mc. Char wished the 1UG-RRPC to take that tx tor into consideration during 
discussion of activities and future prograaaea. He alsc drew attention 
to recent recoaaendations Bade by the newly created adhoc Senior Advisory 
Group on NPP's Availability Questions (SAG-NNPA) deaandlng that in its 
future activities thj IUG-RRPC should deal with coaponents of secondary 
circuit as well since It was shown that they cause a significant 
percentage ot unavailability of NPP due to equlpaent failure. 

Progress report on the IWG-RRPC activities during the period 1984-198S 

Mr. tysrakov. Scientific Secretary, in hi* pic •»« report said that 
since the last aeetlng of the IWG-RRPC In July 198' several teetings had 
been held in accordance with the prograaae of activities developed by 
that aeetlng. 

In achieveaent of lta tasks the IWG-RRPC In order to reach possibly 
broader exchange of information did lta beat to continue collaboration 
with other international organizations. Mr. lyssakov welcomed the 
representative of the CEC Mr. Maurer and expressed the hope that as 
successor to Mr. Stephens of the NEA/OCEA Mr. Calsley would have an 
opportunity to attend IWG-RRPC aeetlngs In the future. 

Presenting a list of aeetlnga heli since the 6th regular IWG-RRPC 
aeetlng Mr. Lyseakov aentloned the following: 

Specialist's Meeting on Irradiation Eabrittleaent and Surveillance 
of Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels, Vienna, October 1984. 
During that acting aoout 21 contributors preaented their 
contributions In 4 sessions. Discussion of presentations led to 
several general conclusions and recoaaendatlona which gave soae 
directions for future activities in this field. 

Tne Specialists' Meeting on "Sub-Critical Crack Growth" which took 
place at the Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan, May 1985. 
This particular aeetlng could serve as a good example of 
co-operation with other organisation*, namely che International 
Coaalttee on Crack Growth Rate, wlch acted as a co-sponsor ot the 
aeetlng. The aeetlng has shown great progress since 1981 when a SM 
on a similar subject took place and participants agreed r.iat they 
were now very close to practical Implementation of study results. 
Therefore it was proposed that In a five year period the IAEA should 
support a aajor conference on the topic. 

Mr. Lyasakov noted that due to clf.uaitances the SM on "Recent 
Trends and Developaent In Primary Ciriult Technology" had beer postponed 
until Noveaber of this year. It was hoped that the aeeting would take 
place between the 25 and 28 Noveaber i483 and be a success. 

The second luportant par't of the activities of the IWG-RRPC Is the 
Agency sponsored CRP, which entered Phase III with the title "Optimizing 
Rerctor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programmes and their Analyses". The 
participants were lnforaed about the proposed schedule ot delivery of 
aaterials for the CRP and possible date of the next research 
co-ordination aeetlng. The full text of the Progress Report csn be read 
froa Appendix III. 

Presentation of National Programmes 

This started with the presentation on the work of CSNI Bade by Mr. 
Crutzen of ISPRA JRC. Mr. Crutxen gave an exposition on the PISC II 
exercise and provided an outline of the new agreed organization for PISC 
III. He also gave a brief outline of the PISC III Prograaae. In the 
final part of his presentation Mr. Crutzen noted that - ou..'-r 
presentation ot che prograaae would be given at lspra In Octobei 1986. 

Mr. Mondlno of Argentina, giving an overview of natlcal programmes 
said that the main effort had been concentrated on such activities as 
simulation studies using high energy X-rays snd electrons Impact on A508 
cl.2 steel, implementation of hot cell facilities to cairy out the 
Surveillance Prograaae of CNA I RPV. The latter will require 
characterization of ONA 1 RPV aaterl»l A508 cl.3 steel Including frscture 
aechanlc analysis of saaples. A .eceptlou -<f the secured set of CNA I 
RPV surveillance prograaae Is not, under wsy. Measureaents should stsrt 
at the end of 1986. 

Fracture analysis of A508 cl.2 Steel includes studies of flow 
propagation velocity, fracture toughnen, tensile and Charpy tests 
coapieaented by surface and transmission electron microscopy. 

The French representative, Ma. Tlbl, ,'ave a auaaary of programmes 
related to pressure components. Research wis sponsored by Che French 
Nuclear Coaalsalon and was devoted to the re:lability of reactor pressure 
components. Main areas developed considered the following Copies; 



material properties 
structural integrity analysis 
nor.-destructive testing 

Reference was also Bade to the work being carried out and to be 
started wltnln the Agency's Co-ordinated Research Programme. Work Inside 
the PISC programme and specific analysis and tests related to pressure 
vessel and primary circuit piping are considerable parts of the French 
programme. 

tn his presentation of the Belgian Programme, Mr. Berthe noted that 
besides participation in the riSC prgramme, the main area of development 
In belglum Is in the field of primary Side Intergranular Stress Corrosion 
Cracking (PS IGSCC) ot 3 steel generator tubes. He also mentioned that 
the testing programme on the effect of pickling and passivation of 304 SS 
on the resistance to IG SCC had been completed and led to satisfactory 
conclusions. 

presenting the Finnish national programme Prof. Forsten described 
the nuclear situation In Finland and a programme plan on related research 
for the year of 1485. The main emphasis has been given to the obtaining 
of high safety and availability for the operating NPP'a. Prof. Forsten 
also highlighted technical activities In the following areas: 

- prevention of cataatrophlc failure of PV'a and piping 
- fracture mechanism based on mtcrostruct'iral features 
- instrumental impact testing 
- autoclave testing 

Research In Switzerland was fulfilled in accordance to the plan 
presented at the regular IWG-RRPC meeting in 1904. In addendum to this 
plan which was outlined by Mr. Prantl some modifications and additions 
were given Uork la being directed towards Improvement of techniques for 
the Inspection of large components and advanced methods of design and 
analysis, Including probabilistic fracture mechanics. 

Reviewing JK activities in related field Hr. Watklna showed that 
ma_,-•- atten-.lon had been drawn to two areas: fracture and structural 
Integrity and non-destructive testing. In fracture area the main goal 
was the improved understanding In the EAC growth area and the degradation 
of properties due to thermal aging effecta. Design and construction work 
has been started on a spinning cylinder rig which f-mld allow a study of 
the effect of primary and aecondary stress on the benavlour of a flawed, 
full tnickness specimen In reactor quality ateel. In the NDT area he 
highlighted the development of ultrasonic testing techniques for the 
Inspection of nozzle/shell weld and the successful outcome of these 
techniques In the PISC II trials, the expected result In the NDT area It 
to change from capability to reliability of Inspection. 

Work nad been started in the UK on the effect of human and equlpme.it 
variables. 

Presenting Polish activities Mr. Zdanklewlcs noted that they had been 
mainly connected'with an initial NPP at Zarnowice which Is now under 
construction. These activities Include two main directions: 

preparatory work on documentation (standards, regulations, etc.) 
research and development work which is perfoimed at "Maris" 
research reactor, 

Mr, Popp of CPU highlighting activities related to reliability ot 
reactor pressure components said that they had been concerned with the 
following topics: 

participation in the Agency's CRP on "Optimizing reactor 
pressure vessel surveillance programmes snd their analysis" 
R and D works In non-destructive testing of heavy components 
for NPP's, Including contribution to the ln-iervlce inspection 
Investigation of the activity build-up In the primary clicuit 
of PWR's (water regime, corrosion problems, decontamination 
techniques etc). 

Reactor reliability research in Hungsry was presented by Mr. 
C'llemot who emphasised that this activity got financial support for a 5 
year project. Research Included environmental safety, spent fuel 
storage, eater chemistry, thermohydrollcs, neutron physics, analysis of 
failures and primary circuit technology. The latter waa devoted to such 
topics as:. 

testing of thermal aging and low cycle fatigue of RPV steels 
testing of the effects of neutron Irradiation 
fracture mechanics 
NDT 

introduction of finite element methods applied to stress and strain 
calculations of pressurized components. The Hungsrlsn representative 
gave a short survey of the achieved results. 

Activities in the Federal Republic of Germany were mainly 
concentrated on: 

fracture mechanics teatlng and analysis, verification of 
anlaytlcal methods 
studies of effect of IrraJlalton embrlttlement of ferrltlc 
steels 
validation of surveillance results 
investigation of corrosion ssslsted crscklng 
non-destructive examination 
material studies involving mlcrostructural investigation and 
conslquent correlation between mlcrostructure and toughness. 

Outlining the main topics of activities Mr. Fcthl of the FRG also gave 
examples of existing programmes in the field of reliability of reactor 
pressure components in accordance with t le above mentioned directions. 

A review of Swedish activities given by Mr. F.rlksgaard exposed 
completed works and some work currently under way. He noted that the 
latter is being done to s large extent in co-operation with some other 
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countries and international organizations. Investigations are aostly 
devoted to material studies but include water chealjtry for BWR 
environaent and EAC and crack propogatlon Investigations. 

US progra—es related to the IWG-RRPC are supported principally by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Co—lssion and the Electric Power Research 
Institute. Quoting Dr. R. Vollaer of the USNRC Hr. Steele presented an 
outline of engineering initiatives of major interest topics In the 
field. They involved: 

piping design and non-destructive ecaainatlon 
pressurized thermal shock 
containment integrity during severe accidents 
equipment qualification for siesmlc loading. 

Elaborated programs for tne year 1986 contain some more detailed 
themes which include: 

reactor engineering 
thermal-hydraulic transients 
accident evaluation 
reactor operation and risk 
waste management 

The most clo.ely related program tu the IWG-RRPC la a part of the 
reactor engineering program. It concentratea on material Investigations 
including fracture mechanics, EAC growth in LUH materials, radiation 
sensitivity and post Irradiation properties recovery. Hr. Steele 
outlined also a number of topics for R and D work up to the year 1988 
with main institutions responsible for covering them. 

Mr. Haurer of CEC presented an overview of the CEC research areas, 
other than PISC, which la related to the scope of the meeting. In 
particular they were: 

reliability and risk evaluation 
LWR primary curcult componenta life pTe-lictlon 
study of abnormal behaviour of LWR cooling systems 
evaluation of a vibrating table 

Full texts of national and International programmes are available In 
ay office. 

Information on the Co-ordinated Research Progra—e on "Optimising 
Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Progra—es and their Analysis*. 

One advantage of Hr. Steele's preaence at the meeting; aince he Is a 
chief co-ordlnator of the CRP, was taken to give short information on 
previous and current activities within the CRP, its main goals m d 
results already achieved. 

Mr. V. Lyasakov discussed the a/rangeaenta and schedule for the 
supply of material, where he noted that the delivery of aaterlal has been 
delayed until late 1985 - early 1986. 

Discussion of the aeetlng of the Senior Advisory Croup on Nuclear 
Power Plant Availability Questions. 

Hr. Lyssakov circulated a note on this meeting and gave a 
presentation on the background to the aeeting recalling that Hr. 
Skjoeldebrand had made a presentation on the subject at the last IWC-RHPC 
aeetlng. It was noted that in elaborating future activities aeabers of 
the IWG should take Into consideration recoaaendalons developed by the 
SAO NPPA In related areas. 

Heabers of the IWG-RRPC agreed that it was laportant to take into 
account those factors wlch led to the unavailability of NPP's and looked 
toruard to detailed info-sat Ion, based on PRIS data, on the 
unavailability of NPP's. They expressed an opinion that such lnforaatlon 
being presented at future IWG Haetings would be of great value for 
planning. In addition it was noted that specialists' aeetlngs do reflect: 
the wider definition of reliability to encoapass unavailability and also 
..hat ti-e content of the aeetlngs did and will Include those parts of the 
plant outside the prlaary circuit. 

Discussion of future progra—es. 

Heabers of the IWG-RRrC were given an account of the current state 
of progress on those specialist aeetings already agreed and also 
Identified specialists and regular aeetinga for the next 3 years. 
Heabers were invited to consider the venue for the specialist aeetlngs 
snd to consider the possibility of being hosts, It was agreed that If 
there were soae specific proposals they should be subaltted to Hr. 
Lyssakov. Hr. Haurer atated that the two proposed aeetlngs on validation 
and acoustic emission could appropriately be Jointly organized with the 
CSNI. After discussing the proposed list of the aeetlngs for the period 
1986-89 It looked as follows. 

1986 

1. SH on "Tiae and load dependent aaterlal perforaance, other than 
irragatlon effects", 28-30 January, Budapest, Hungary 

2. SH on "The Influence of theraohydraullc transient .loads history 
on LWR plant and coaponent performance, mid-Hay 1986, Plaen, 
Cjeckoslovakls 

1987 

1. Eighth regular aeetlng of the IWG-RRPC, February, 
2. SH on "Irradiation eabrlttleaent of RPV Steels", Hay, USA 

(location to be conflraed) 
3. SH on "Reliability of Active Coaponents of NPP's", possible 

venue - UK (to be conflraed), 
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1. SM on g a r g r i r j ) ' r " " H " .fjUJT ill taVfcJHMjfc. 
2. SM on "Ualldatlnw (Deauiiauallmi) uf liiau»*J¥*e»2~*»te--.ln--She <<̂ At 

£ SM on "Corrosion aspects of pressure boundary components", 
IWC-RRPC regular meeting £t/*Jt>t'••'. 

1989 
y^V- 1. Conference on crack growth problems (Jointly with the ICCCR) 

s l . SM on "Residual stress effects" 
3. SM on "Acoustic eailsslon inspection of NPP's" 
4. SM on "Repair and Replacement Procedures" 
Members expressed their opinion tiiat Mr. Lyssakov should contact by 

•all the Chairaan of the ICCGR informing hla that the 1WG-RRPC gave 
strong support for holding a aajor conference In 1989 on crack growth 
phenomena. 

Considering publications it was agreed that as a noraal procedure 
the arrangeaents on publications should be left to the organizes of 
Specialists' Meetings. Mr. Steele drew attention to the possibility of 
publishing through the ASTM. !f aeetlng arganlier* experienced 
difficulties then they were Invited to contact Mr. Steele to Bake use of 
such facilities. 

Training Courses 
Mr. Mondlno suggested that It would be app-oprlate to hold both :• 

Specialists' Meeting and training course together In Argentina. This 
would also aake u3t of the gathered expertise. It waa pointed out that 
this aay not be a practical approach. It aay not be practicable to 
gather the rlgUt people at that venue for an extended tiae. Mr. Hondlno 
isld that he would wish to pursue the Batter further and stated that his 
government would support separate propoaal for a training courae. It waa 
decided that Mr. Lyssakov would conalder the propoaal within the Agency 
and coaault with Mr. Hondlno on the aatter. 

Considering study tours no proposals were Bade aaong other aatters 
discussed «t the aeetlng. Mr. Erlksgsard wished to obtain Information 
froa aeabera of the 'WC on the practices with regard to pressure testing 
in their countries. He asked for inforaation on testing conditions, Its 
frequency, modes of Inspections done etc. Members csae to sn sgreeaent 
tnat this could be solved through direct Bailing between Mr. Erlksgaard 
and other aeabers. 

Ne»t Meeting 

Taking into account that activities of "he IWC-RRPC should be 
Incorporated In observations of the SAG NPPA It was decided to recoaaend 
holding the next IUC aeetlng one or two months In advance of the SAG NPPA 
aeetlng. A tentative date for the eighth regular aeetlng was defined as 
Feoruary 1987, with soae open possibilities for a date correction. 

OPENING SPEECH 

N.L. CHAR 
Division of Nuclear Power, 
Department of Nuclear Energy and Safety, 
International Atomic Energy Agency, 
Vienna 

For aany years the Agency has laid much eaphasls on problems of 
safety and reliability of nuclear power plants. Alaost all of you, I 
believe, have participated In the Agency's activities for a long time and 
are well aware of what has been done In this field. The activities of 
this particular working group reflects the importance which was attached 
to reactor pressure vessels and priaary circuit coaponent* at they are 
aaong the most critical points while assessing nuclear power plant safety 
and availability. On the recent recommendations mad* both by the 
IWC-RRPC and the newly created Ad-hoc Senior Advisory Group on NPP's 
Availability Questions It waa decided that the future activities of the 
IWC-RRPC should deal with components of secondsry circuit aa well since 
It wss shown through our PRIS snslysls that a significant percentage of 
unavailability if NPPs occurs due to failures In secondsry circuit 
coaponent*. 

it Is coaaon knowledge thst rellsblllty Bust be assured st all 
stages, starting froa design of coaponants and up Co the operation of the 
plant. 

The Agency In Its activities endeavours to utilise Its full 
potentlsl to issist Meaber Ststes In their efforts to solve,' through 
co-operative exchange of Information and other actions, the many 
Important problems associated with the peaceful use of nuclesr energy. 
Besides the exchange of Information the Agency sponsors co-ordinated 
{•search and the preparation of publications oi: Its results. 

This Working Group hss been successful in arranging specialist!' 
aeetings on several important topics related to the reliability of 



reactor pressure components. It becaae a good practice to repeat such 
topical settings In a period of about 3 years, but now we see a vital 
need to expand the nuaber of such topics which, perhaps, could lead to a 
longer period of reiteration. 

It was decided that for the purpose of co-ordination of the IWGs 
activities, a Senior Advisory Group on Nuclear Power Plant Availability 
Questions should be established. It is suggested that thla particular 
group should review the aaln directions of th* Agency's prograaae for the 
next 5 - 8 years and give Its advice, taking Into account the essential 
constraint of a zero-growth budget for the present and probably for the 
next few years, whlcii aakes It essential to review whether old activities 
ahould continue or a reorientation c*n be aade In order to achieve better 
effectiveness In current activities or perhaps Initiate new activities. 
This approach wl>l be considered froa the point of view of avoiding any 
duplication of the efforts aade by other International, 
lntergovernaental, national and other organisations. 

The Agency has been considering carefully all the recoaaendatlons 
aade by this Working Group. We would welcoae your continued 
co-operation In this respect. We would especially appreciate new 
suggestions which would fit In the recoaaeadatlona aade by the Senior 
Advisory Geoup on Nuclear Power Plant Availability Questions. 

We appreciate your Interest and enthuslasa to aaslst the Agency to 
foraulate and carry out a prograaae on the subject of reliability of 
reactor pressure components. We are fully aware that the work of this 
Group haa already brought out positive results. The proceedings of 
specialists' aeetlngs have be»n useful and were diatrlbuted widely and 
not Halted to countries represented In the Group. We now expect that 
the proceedings of the aeetlngs which took place In the period between 
the last and the current IWG acetlng will be published and diatrlbuted. 
Hopefully by the end of this year, the Agency will issue the final report 
of Phase II of the CRP. It la hoped that this report will be of the sane 
high standard and significance as the report on the earlier Phase I. The 
Phase H I of the CUP Is b«!ne. launched now, though not as quickly as we 

had planned, but It Is expected that the aaterlal delivery will be 
completed early next year so that the research work could proceed. 

Coalng to the final point, I would ask you to aake a ihorough 
reaasessaent of the current prograaae of the Working Croup and give the 
Agency your valuable advice on the future directions In its activities. 
It would be pertinent to note, as aentloned earlier, that the Agency is 
constrained, currently, by a xero-growth budget and this obliges us to be 
careful end selective In the choice of activities and prograaaes. 1 >• 
sure that this will be kept In alno in your discussions and you will aake 
recoaaendatlons which would be highly beneficial in our goal of 
maintaining a high level of safety and reliability of nuclear power 
systeas. 



NATIONAL PROGRAMMES 

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 

H. MAURER 
Directorate General for Research, Science and Education, 
Commission of the European Communities, 
Brussels 

An overview of the CEC r»iearch areas , other than PIS'J, which are 
related to the a c t i v i t i e s of cue IWG-KRPC was preaenced and mentioned In 
particular the research In: 

r e l i a b i l i t y and risk evaluation 
LUR prlaary c i rcu i t coaponents l i f e predict ion 
study of abnormal behaviuur of LUR cool ing ayuteas and 
evaluation of a vibrating table . 

tn *;>« t l r s t area ot r e l i a b i l i t y and r isk evaluat ion the CtL 
a c t i v i t i e s concentrate on the developaent and appl icat ion of Proba l l s l t l c 
Risk Aasesaaent methodologies, the use if operational data which are 
co l lected In an lnforaatlon sys tea , and the study and development of 
advanced tools for accident simulation and control . 

The aaln objec t ives of the LWR prlaary c i r c u i t coaponent l i f e 
prediction Is to define a systematic approach al lowing, by Beans of 
aaterlal data, periodical Inspections, continuous aonltorlng of spec i f i c 
points , the evaluation of the residual l i f e t l a e of the reactor structure. 

The study of abnoraal behaviour of LWK cool ing systeas covers the 
Investigation of relevant phenomena governing the theraohydraullc 
behaviour In aajor Individual coaponents and the Influence thereof on 
overall systea behaviour In case of LOCA produced by large and aaal l 
breaks as well as of Special Transients. This prograaae Is focused on 
the operation of the LOHI f a c i l i t y and on the assessment and further 
developaent of large ayatea codes. 

Last but not leaat the need and the Intereat for the Coaaunlty of a 
aedtua/large vibrat ing table In support of the a e l s a l c ana lys i s of 
coaponents and structures Is Investigated In strong col laborat ion with 
national experts and laboratories . 

ARGENTINA 

M. MONDINO 
Departamento de Materiales de 

la Gerencia de Desarrollo, 
Comision Nacional de Energi'a Atomica, 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Simulation studies using high energy groups and electrons 
01. A.5UB cl.2 steel. 

Reception of the second set of CNA I RPV surveillance prograaae. 
Measurements should start at the end of 1986. 

Implementation of hot cell facilities to carry out the Surveillance 
Prograaae of CNA I HPV. 

Characterization of CNA II RPV uaterlal A508 cl.3 steel. 

Fracture mechanics analysis of samples of A508 cl.2 steel, these 
include: 
I. flow propogatlon velocity 
II. fracture toughness 1. , COD and T modulus. 

Tensile and charpy tests complemented by surface and transmission 
electron microscopy. 

Discussion of the recurrencles due to the differences In neutron 
spectrs at the surveillance position and on the wall. Remedies for 
future actions In CNA II. 



BELGIUM 

J BERTHE 
Departement nucleaire, 
Electrobel SA. 
Brussels, Belgium 

I. Preventive Measures against primary side stress corrosion cracking of 
•ill annealed inconel 600 steam generator tubes. 

A prograsme was launched by the Belgian Utilities and was further 
cosponsored by EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) to develop preventive 
actions applicable not only to hot steam generators, but also to cold steam 
generators already installed on site. 

These measures include : 

- stress relaxation and Metallurgical improvement of the material by an 
on-site heat treatment of the whole tubesheet; a steam generator model 
was used to evaluate the feasibility of the treatment 

- introduction of residual compressive stresses on the inside diameter of the 
tubes by roto or shotpeening, without inducing unacceptable tensile stresses 
on the outside diameter. 

The first industrial applications of the ro'opeening process have been 
conducted on both the Doel 4 and Tihange 3 steam generators respectively 
in deceaber 1984 and March 1985, before first cr-ticality. 

The first industrial application of the shotpeening process has been 
conducted on the Doel 3 steaa generators during the last refueling ending 
the first week of august 1985. 

Other preventive .measures have been tried on the Doel 2 steaa generators, 
including Mechanical rerolling and explosive oinisleeves. But these 
Measures have been abandonned for long term solutions. 

Presently, during the actual refueling period of the Doel 2 power plant, 
a prototype application of Nickel electroplating is being conducted by 

the laboratory of the Belgian Utilities (LABORELEC) on a selected quantity 
of tubes. 

2. Development of an Eddy Current technique (EC probe, data acquisition and 
analysis system, and graphics display iaagirg system) for detection of 
primary side cracking in steam generator tubes. 

The laboratory of the Belgian Utilities (LABORELEC) has developped an 
Eddy Current technique to detect and follow the progression of snail cracks 
in the rolled area of stean generator tubas. The choice was for a rotating 
probe which allowed both the early detection and the quantification of the 
number and the length of the cracks. 
The design of the probe and coil assembly was easily implemented using the 
LABORELEC experience in small feirita cores used for the Eddr Current 
profilometry technique. 

The speed of the inspection was of great concern, since tue inspection 
programs plan for the measurc'oent of several hundred tubes at each refueling 
period, and the inspection may not lengthen the planned refueling outage. 

The system was tested during the in service inspection of Tibange 2 in 
may 1984 and has been applied t'nce then on the other plants. 

3. Research program on intergranular stress corrosion cracking of stainless 
steel pickled and passivated piping. 

A laboratory testing program was initiated early 1984 and crouleted by 
may 1985 to determine the sensitivity to intergranular stress corrosion 
cracking ot stainless steel piping that had been pickled and passivated, 
some of it to a degree that gave clear red indication with the red dye 
inspection technique. 

The conclusions of that programme enabled the concerned utility to accept 
the affected piping of its power plant. 

One of the most interesting conclusions of the tests was that pickling 
gives a surface that is as resistant or more to ICSSC than as-aachined 
surfaces in similar tests, 



FINLAND 

J FORSTEN 
Technical Research Centre of Finland, 
Espoo. Finland 

Structural mechanics and safety of nuclear atructurea 

The general ala of thia prograaae It to develop and taprove the 
•ethoda and coaputer codes needed In a.fety related atudlea ot nuclear 
power plant structures. 

Research activities are based on the application of general purpose 
finite element codes AD1NA, AD1NAT and PAFEC and aoae special codes 
developed at VTT. 

The total prograaae volus* for 1985 la 4.4 aan-years. 
i 

Programme Manager Is Karl Ikonen from the Nuclear Engineering 
Laboratory. 

The prograaae la divided Into projects, froa which the Boat, 
laportant are related to fracture aechanlcs, application of fracture 
•echanlca or anlayala of fracture behaviour of real structures and 
analysis If the leak-t»fjre-breah concept In pressure boundary 
components. Attention la alao paid on general developaent of 
calculations! aetoda and coaputer codes. 

Fracture mechanics 

The objective of this project la to develop calculation aethods for 
analysing cracks In real structures. Special features are programmed 
Into ADINA code to calculate parameters, such as J- Integral, for 
fracture mechanics .talyses. Existing engineering solutions for 
different crack geometries are coapared with detailed finite eleaent 
calculations 

Special attention Is paid on studying ductile fracture behaviour. 
For thla purpoaa fracture aechsnlca tests wlllb e snlysed using 3D 
FE-aode.li. 

Participation In the European "round robin" progrsaae for 
calculations! elastic-plastic fracture mechanics la continued, 

Fatiqua anlayais bssed on crack growth calculation and proballstlc 
aethods for assessing structural safety and reliability are studied. 

The developed aethoda are applied In assessing structural Integrity 
of pressure vessels, plplnga and other components of Finnish nuclear 
power planta as well as coaponents of other fields of Industry. 

Duration: January 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985 
Project manager: Hell Talja 
Project voluae for 1983; 2,1 aan-years 

Helssdaapfreactor (HDRj programme 

The Helaadaapfreactor (riDR) prograaae of the Federal Republic of 
Germany offers test data froa full-scale tests covering major sreas of 
Intereat for nuclear power plant asfety studies. Test data froa aoae 
aress of Interest will be used for verifying calculatlonal aethods 
according to the Finnish-German agreeaent. Theoretical calculations will 
be perforaed for thermal shock experiment for pressure vessel. Also 
dynaalc pipe loading and pipe failure teats will be analysed, 

Duration: January 1, 19tS - December 31, 1985 
Project aanager: Tlao Mlkkola 
Project volume for 1985: 0.7 aan-years 

General development of calculatlonal Bethods and computer programmes 

In aafety analyaea of nuclear atructurea aophlatlcated calculatlonal 
aethoda are needed and often fracture mechanics calculations are Involved 

http://FE-aode.li


In analyses. Versatile general capabilities to accomplish structural 
analyses are needed. 

Capabilities are developed In many areas: nonlinear analyses, 
vibration problems, thermal stress analyses etc. Uraphlc Interactive 
pre-and post-processing methods are also developed to ease and fasten the 
preparation and checking of Input data, e.g. eleaent aeshes, and to 
evaluate the results. 

Duration: January 1, 1485 - December 31, 1985 
Project manager: Perttl Salalnen 
Project volume for 1985: 0.6 aan-years 

Analyses of fracture bvehavlour of pressure boundary coaponents 

The objective of this project Is to develop procedures for anlayslng 
fracture bahavlour of pressurized components. The existing criteria for 
leak-betore-break condition will be studied. Both best-estimate and 
conservative calculation methods will be verified using data froa 
small-scale, seal-scale and full-scale tests. 

Duration: Javiary 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985 
Project aanager: Karl Ikonen 
Project volume for 198S: 1 man-year 

Reliability engineering 

The methods and toola for relalblllty analysis of complex systems 
will be studies and developed further In thii programme. The »->ln field 
of appllcatlonc In PSA (Proballatlc Safety Assessment) but also methods 
for more general appllcalona are stuJled. 

Programme volume In 1985 Is 2.2 man-years 
Programme manager Is Urho Pulkkinen froa Eelctrlcal Engineering Laboratory 
The prograaae Is divided Into five projects. 

Safety and reliability of nuclear coaponents and materials 

The general aim of this programme is to improve and Increase the 
safety, reliability and availability to it the most Important mechanical 
coaponents and structures In nuclear power plants. 

This three year research prograaae Is divided Into seven different 
projects In the areas of fracture mechanics, radiation damage, theraal 
shocks, environment sensitive cracking, corrosion, repair welding and 
materials related failures in nuclear power planes. These projects are 
carried out within extensive International co-operation. 

Duration: January 1, 1984 - December 31, 1986 
Prograaae volume In 1985 Is 6 aan-years 
Programme aanager is karl Tbrronen froa the Metals Laboratory. 

Fracture analysis of pressure boundary components 

In the area of statistical fracture analyses the development work of 
the olcroaechanlsm based UST-aodel Is continued. A model will be created 
for the fracturing ot brittle particles In steel aatrix. The eifeet of 
different crack depths (a/W-ratio) on reference fracture toughness curves 
will be evaluated. The mechanism of cleavage fracture will be studied by 
special model materials. 

The mechanism of ductile fracture will be studied in co-operation 
with ENEL/CISE, Italy. 

Theoretical correlations will be developed between fracture 
toughness parameters ( K I C , J I C ' a n d T^ a n d simple quality control 
-type test parameters (Charpy V, tensile). These relationships will be 
verified experimentally and using statistical information from 
International co-operation (EPRI data banks, MPA/VTT data exchange) and 
literature. 



An experimental study will be carried out to evaluate the effects of 
stainless steel overlay welded cladding on reactor pressure vessel 
fracture toughness. Based on this study the previously developed 
theoretical analysis will be verified or modified if needed. 

Experimental techniques and necessary instrumentation will be 
developed for carrying out unloading compliance-based J-R curve testing 
In autoclaves. Testing of various reactor pressure vessel steels will be 
carried out. 

Crack arrest testing will be developed to achieve reliable 
parameters for evaluation of thermal shock problems. VTT will 
participate in ASTM round robin testing as well as in a Nordic 
co-operative project. 

Project volume 'n 1985: 1.3 man-year* 
Project manager; Klaus Rahka 

Irradiation damage and thermal aging of RPV steels 

VTT is participating in the IAEA co-ordinated Irradiation damage 
programme. The objective of this programme is to develop internationally 
acceptable guidelines for conducting surveillance testing. As a part of 
this programme this project will focus on developing elastic-plastic J-R 
curve anlaysis using single specimen unloading compliance-based method 
with Charpy-slze specimens. Additionally Instrumented impact testing 
will be developed to obtain dynamic fracture toughness parameters with 
laser-based crack opening device. Irradiations In Lovllsa NPS will begin 
In 1985. 

Baaed on long-term thermal treatments since 1978 guidelines will be 
developed for taking Into account thermal aging of RPV steels at reactor 
operating temperatures In fracture analyalf. 

The micromechanisms of lrradlaton damage In reactor pressure vessel 
steels aoJ daaage recovery by thermal annealing will be evaluated in 
co-operation with the U.S. NRC programmes. 

Project volume In 1985; 0.7 man-years 
Project manager: Karl TtJrrHnen 

Helsadampfreactor (HDR) programme 

The objective of trhe Helssdampfreactor programme, which Is carried 
out in FRG, la e.g. to study the effect of different loading transients 
to cracking and safe use of reactor pressure vessel and pipings as well 
as to evaluate the reliability of different NDE-»ethods. 

The objective of the work to be carried out at VTT is to evaluate 
the fracture behaviour of reactor pressure vessel steel under thermsl 
shock conditions. Experimental work at VTT will consist of corrosion 
fatigue studies and fractographlc evaluation of cracks obtained in the 
HDR-plant. A theoretical study of the stress and strain distribution in 
the crack tip area under thermal shock conditions will be carried out. 

Project volume; 0.5 man-years 
Project Manager: Rauno Rintamaa 

Environmentally assisted cracking 

Environmental acceleration of cyclic crack growth due to reactor 
water will be studied as a funclton of the chemical composition of the 
RPV steels, loading parameters and water chemistry. Special objectives 
are to evaluate 

the crack tip deiormatlon mechanism 
electrochemical conditions 
crack growth In cladded specimens 
crack growth under variable amplitude variable 
frequency loading. 

Stress corrosion cracking of RPV steels, stainless steels and 
Ni-based alloys will be studied using slow strain rate testing and 



bolt-loaded WOL speclaens In simulated reactor water. The aechanlsa of 
stress corrosion cracking will be studied using electrochemical methods 
and evaluating the chealcal and electrochemical conditions Inside 
artificial crevices. 

This project will be carried out in co-operation with the ICCRG 
group and other International research Institutes, as well as within the 
Nordic co-opertton and the COST-SOS programme. 

Project volume In 198S: 2.4 man-years 
Project manager; Hannu Hannlnen 

Corrosion 

The low temperature sensitization and stress corrosion cracking 
susceptibility of stainless steel weldaents will be studied by performing 
long-tera thermal treatments at elevated temperatures and by 
extrapolating the results to reactor operating temperature. 
Intergranular stress corrosion cracking tests, carbide evaluation and 
slow strain rate tests in autoclave will be carried out. 

The galvanic corrosion effect of stainless steel cladding on reactor 
pressure vessel steels In case of through clad crack or otnerwise 
defective cladding will be evaluated using long tera autoclave treatments. 

The development of decontaalnation techniques (e.g. LOHI and 
CANDECON) and the possible corrosion effects will be followed. 
Guidelines for decontamination will be prepared. 

Electrochemical measuring techniques (e.g. corrosion potential, 
redox-potentlal and pH) will be developed for use In autoclaves and 
nuclear power plants. 

Project volume In 1985: 0.8 man-years 
IS Project manager: Hannu Hannlnen 

Repair Welding 

The cold cracking susceptibility of reactor pressure vessel steels 
'.n connection of repair welding of the stainless steel cladding will be 
evaluated. The minimum preheated temperatures required In repair welding 
of various pressure vessel steels are studied. 

The objective of this project is to prepare guidelines for repair 
welding of RPV steels. 

Project volume In 1985: 0.3 man-years 
Project manager: Reijo Pel11 

Evaluation of materials related failures 

The objective of this project is to gather Information and prepare 
summaries of materials related failures Jn operating nuclear power plants 
on biannual basis. 

Project volume in 1985: 0.2 man-years 
Project manager: Reljo Pelll 

Corrosion problems of the sea water cooling systems 

This project Is a continuation of an earlier Nordic project. The 
objective of the project Is to study new highly alloyed stainless steels 
used in the sea water cooling aysteas. EspeclsKy the effects of 
cathodlc protection on hydrogen eabrittleaent of ferrltlc stainless 
steels is studied. 

Project volume at VTT: 0.1 aan-years 
Project manager at VTT: Hannu Ha'nnlnen 



Intergranular stress corrosion cracking 

Intergranular stess corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless 
steels In BWR conditions will be studied. Especially the role of 
sensitization is evaluated as well as the effects of corrosion potential 
and certain environmental species In the water (e.g. Cr ). 

Project voluae at VTT: 1.1 nan-years 
Project Manager: Hannu Ha'nnlnen 

Crack arrest 

The objective of this project Is to study and develop testing 
•ethods for crack arrest In reactor pressure vessel steels. The static 
and dynamic analysis will be compared. Materials dace for evaluating 
constructions will be developed. 

Project voluae at VTT: 0.8 Ban-years 
Project Manager at VTT; Klaus Rahka 

Elastic-plastic fracture Mechanics 

The aaln objective of this project Is to study how to avo'd 
catastrophic failure of pressure vessels and piping and to develop 
guidelines for preventing such failures. The project will contain the 
following tasks: 

elastic-plastic round robin testing of several pressure vessel 
steels 
seMlscale testing of pressure vessel steels 
pressure testing Into failure of several satall pressure vessels 
and parts of piping as we'.l as two nuclear reactor vessel size 
retired pressure vessels, all containing natural or artificial 
defects 

code development for leak-before-break calculations 
verification of leak-before-break concept 
evaluation of the use of acoustic emission testing during 
pressure testing 
prepsratlon of guidelines for the use of leak-break-before 
concept In design. 

Project voluae at VTT; 7.6 nan-years 
Project Manager VTT: Karl TarrOnen 

International P1SC programme 

VTi will participate in the international P1SC II programme. Two 
Interesting areas of plate number 9 fro* PISC II will be reexamined in 
Finland by VTT. In these parts there are undet-ladding defects found 
only by one group using BOSC special techniques during round-robin 
examinations. 

VTT'a team will also inspect snd report fourteen austenitic test 
parts, which are segments from a tube. The inapectlons will be.carried 
out in Saarbrllcken, FRG. 

Duration: January 1, 1985 - April 30, 198S 
Project volume: 0.1 man-years 
Project manager; Penttl Kaupplnen 



SWITZERLAND 
Addendum to the note "Research activities in materials assessment 
and selection, fracture mechanics and nondestructive testing in 
Switzerland " of July 1974 * 

D.H. NJO 
Swiss Nuclear Safety Department, 
Wurenlingen, Switzerland 

1 . The research act iv i t ies of Brown Boveri Co. are actual 'y' performed by 
the following laboratories 

a l ) Brown Boveri Forschungszentrum 
CH-5405 Baden-Oattwil 

a2) Zentral laboratories 
CH-5400 Baden 

Add, al ) 

Delete f i rs t subject: Fracture mechanics of pressure vessel and 
piping. 

Add, a?) 

- Investigations on the applicability of dif ferent ultrasonic 
techniques for the inspection of austenitic forgings. 

| ] • Published in lWG-RRPC-84 (198S). 

- Investigations on wave-attenuation and the detectabil i ty limit of 
defects when using transversal waves for ultrasonic examinations. 

- Application of computer aided data recording and evaluation for 
ultrasonic and eddy current examinations. 

- Application of laser-technique for welding and surface treatment 
of steel. 

Add, b7) 

- Application of AE to the detection of onset of ductile crack 

extension in laboratory specimens. 

Other act iv i t ies mainly concerning software development and studies 
relevant to nuclear components. 

f ) Motor-Columbus Ingenieurunternehmung AG 
CH-5401 Baden 

- Development of procedures for stress and deformation analysis ot 
components under complex loadings. 

- Studies on the application of fracture mechanics methods to 
nuclear components including such for fast breeder reactors. 

- Studies on probabil istic fracture mechanics techniques for 
r e l i a b i l i t y and safety analysis. 



UNITED KINGDOM 

B. WATKINS 
UKAEA, Risley Engineering and Materials Laboratory, 
Risley, Warrington, 
United Kingdom 

The work. In the UK was being carried out by three organizations, 
viz. UKEAE, CEGB and NNC. The work for these organizations was 
co-ordinated through appropriate committees. Although that was 
substantial work in the UK for fast breeders and gas-cooled reactors 
there is certain R + D work being done in connection with the pressurized 
water systea. The work Is subdivided into two areas, fracture and 
structural integrity and non-destructive testing. A close technical 
liaison Is maintained between these areas. 

In the fracture area the work on the improved understanding in the 
environmental assisted crack growth area and the degradation of 
properties due to thermal ageing ettects is being carried out. During 
this year design and construction work, has started on a spinning cylinder 
rig which would allow a study of the effect of prlnary and secondary 
stress on the behaviour of flawed full thlcnness specimen in reactor 
quality steel, in the Nl>T area the development of ultrasonic testing 
techniques for the Inspection of nozzle/shell weld and the successful 
outcome of these techniques in the PlbC-11 trials was mentioned. It is 
expected that the emphasis in the NOT area to change from capability of 
the Inspection to reliability of Inspection. Work had been started In 
the UK on the efect of human and equipment variables. 

POLAND 

M. ZDANKIEWICZ 
Urzad Dozoru Technicznego, 
Warsaw, Poland 

Ja,. Introduction 

The a c t i v i t i e s in the f i e ld of nuclear pow«r engineering in 
Poland are vainly oonneoted with the unclear power plant now 
under construction at Sarnowlec (4x440 1IW) as well as with the : 

preparatory work targeted toward the construction of farther 
nuclear power plant incorporating 1000 MW power u n i t s . 

These a c t i v i t i e s Include two main l i n e s : 
a) docuaentatlon (standards, regulat ions , guidel ines e t c ) 
b) research and development work. 

2 . 1 . A c t i v i t i e s within the framework of the International 
Iconomlc Association *InTERATOHBWERQO* 

The representatives of Poland are part ic ipat ing in the draft
ing and oo-ordinating of the unlfora technloal standard speci 
f icat ions being prepared by the InTBItATOMEKEROO member delega
t ions in the f i e l d of the fabrloation and operation of the 
nuclear I n s t a l l a t i o n s , the ir a u x i l i a r i e s , va lves , f i t t i n g s e t c . 
The said spec i f ioa t ions eover, aaong others,' the strength oal-
culetIons, mater ia ls , constructional d e t a i l s , auxi . l a r l e s , 
fabrication (Including aalnly welding and surfacing techno
l o g i e s ) , quality control and documentation, and when completed, 
they wi l l cons t i tu te an e s sent ia l eode, en the bas i s of which 
detai led s t a t e regulations oeuld be prepared af ter the intro
duction of some amendments and adaptations t o s u i t the spec i f i c 
meeds of th« given oountry. 
Irrespective o f the above the Pol ish party part ic ipates in the 
miBATOmTWSROQ work on the preparation e f the general quality 



control program, for the installations and equipment of the 
nuclear power plants. The said program will specify all kinds 
of inspectleas, examinations and testa to he applied In the 
fabrication of such Installations and equipment and will also 
include the list of available standards covering the methods 
and range of, as veil as acceptance criteria for, these inspec
tions, examinations and tests, the range and acceptance criteria 
being gradated depending upon the safety class of a component 
and/or upon the category of its welded joints. 

2.2. Preparation of Quality Assurance Programs 
By virtue of the relevant Order of the Vlnistry of Mining and 
Power, all participants of the erection of the Zarnowicc Power 
Plant have been obligated to prepare and to implement the Quality 
Assurance Programs covering their own activities. 
These Programs are to he prepared in a hierarchical manner, i.e. 
the Investor*s general Quality Assurance Program mill provide 
the basis from which the detailed QJI.PTS prepared by the indivi
dual contractors mill originate. In the preparation of the a/n 
Progr&ms advantage will be taken of the IAEA Code and Guidelines 
(50-C-QA and 50-SG-QA). 
ttany documents making up an integral part of the Quality Assurance 
Programs have already been prepared, e.g. the classification 
of the &ABNOWIKC Power Plant components with regard to their 
•luclear aafety, or the guidelines for the circulation of the do
cuments within the cycle of their drafting, verification and 
approval. 

2 . 3 . l e g i s l a t i v e documents 
Worth mentioning are the following three documents published 
by the State Atcals+lcs Agency: 
a) Guidelines for the nuclear power plant s i t i n g , 
b) Guidelines for the l icensing procedures for nuclear 

power p l a n t s . 

2.4.. Detailed technical documents 
The.-ie Include, u o n g others, the following documents now under 
preparation: 
•- guidelines for the strength calculat ions of the pressure vesse l s 

of a non-typical shape (e.*;. other than cyl indrical or conical) , 

- uniform requirements for the qual i f icat ion of welders to be 
engaged in the fabrication of the nuclear power plant compo
nent 0 . 

As of thiB year the construction of nuclear power plant tes t ing 
model s ta t ion wi l l t e started at tbe'VAHIA" development reactor. 
This s tat ion wi l l provide, '.none others, the posuiMi' t i^s for 
the research oni 
- condition of fuel and safety systems of the nuclear power plant 

under s n a i l , medium and 'maximum poss ible rupture of the primary 
coolant p ipe l ine , 

- fuel condition in the event of heat exchange c r i s i s , 
- migration of f iBslon products, e t c . 
According to the anticipated development program for the nuclear 
heat engineering, the participation of the Pol lr v Industry in 
the production of primary c ircui t components Is to be considerably 
larger than in the case of nuclear power p lan t s , "umerous materials 
and equipment, including those operating in the neutron flux wi l l 
have to be subjected to intensive t e s t ing c y c l e s , which wi l l be 
carried out in the tes t ing units and loops of the "MARIA" develop
ment reactor, including the said ".P.P. t e s t i n g model. 

4._Preparatlon_of_industrial_nlantB_for_nrodnctlon 

Verif icat ion and approval of fabrication procedures to be applied 
by the nuclear power plant component makers and ins ta l l er s Is 
continued. 

Contrary t o the approvals hitherto granted to the makers of the 
conventional power ins ta l la t ions those for the production of 



29 nuclear power plant components include not only welding and/or 
surfacing toy welding, toot also other production processes ( e .g . 
plastic working). 
the draft of the Technical Control Authority Regulatiois for 
the granting of said approvals has already been prepared. 

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

K. POPP 
Zentralinstitut fur Kernforschung Rossendorf, 
Akademte der Wissenschaften, 
Dresden, German Democratic Republic 

1. Optimizing renctor pressure vessel surveillance programmes 
and their analyses (IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme) -
neutron erabrittlement of reaotor pressure vessel steels 
- development of an instrumented microprocessor-based 

impact test using Charpy size specimens to estimate 
dynamic fracture toughness inoluding 
- fast transient recording (50 ns) 
- acoustic emission measurement and fast Pourler trans

formation of the sonograms 
- automatic data evaluation for "tough" and "brittle" 

fractures 
- evaluation of correlations between teat results of 

destructive 
- conventional notch Impact test 
- Instrumented Impact test (pre-craeked 

Charpy size specimens) 
- tensile test 

and non-destructive 
- hardness test 
- acoustic emission test during magnetic 

excitation 
- magnetic coerolve force measurement 
- positron annihilation measurement (Doppler 

broadening) 
- evaluation of post-irradiation heat-treatments ooncernlnc 

the amelioration of neutron embrittled steel 
- contributions to the discussion of mechanisms responsible 

for neutron embrittlement of steels 



2. Non-deatructive testing of heavy componenta in nuclear 
power plants -
Investigation of instrumental and methodical problems in 
ultrasonic (UST) anO eddy current testing (EOT) 
- contribution to the in-aervice-inapection of the main 

coolant loop (tubing) especially of their welded joints 
- development of small-type manipulators for the automatic 
UST of selected regions of interest 

- design of microcomputer arrangements to couple them with 
commercial UST-instrumentation and data peripherals 

- improvement of the signal-graas-ratio in UST by digital 
techniques 

- measurement of sound fields in hoaogeneous and isotropic 
media as well as in grained and anisotropic ones 

- discussion of the relation between the sound fields in 
strongly scattering materials and the obtainable limits 
of detection and the possibilities of reference signal 
formation 

- use of adequate software packages for display functions 
in KDT 

- specification of analysis techniques characterizing flat? 
size and type 

- application of the multi-frequency ECT 
- examination of the interrelations between solutions of 
Harwell's differential equations and the validity of 
simplified evaluation algorithms in ECT 

- construction of optimum coll configurations for special 
purposes 

j 

3.Investigations of the activity build-up in the primary 
coolant oircult of pressurized water reactors 
- optimization of the water regime (pH, additives) for 

decreasing corrosion and corrosion product transport 
- development of effective decontamination techniques 
- development of methods for evaluating the corrosion 

behaviour under reactor operating conditions, 

HUNGARY 

F. GILLEMOT 
Central Research Institute for Physics, 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
Budapest, Hungary 

The Hungarian govtroient financed a 5 /ear project of 
reactor reliability research, finished this year. 
Research includes environmental safety, depositing of used 
fuel elements, water chemistry, thermohidraulics, 
neutron-physics, analysis of failures, and one of the most 
important research project concerns reactor primary 
circuit reliabi1ity.The aims of this project *rm in 
accordance with those of IWG-RRPC. 
Six institutes participate in the project, this means 
about 25 research workers plus technical staff. 
The main subjects of the research *rm as followsi 

a.Testing of thermal ageinq and low cycle fatigue of 
reactor vessel structural materials. (Institute of Iron 
and Steel,Thechnical University of Budapest, Central 
Research Institute for F-hyaics). 
b.Testing the effect* of neutron irradiation.(Central 
Research Institute for Phisycs, Material Testing 
Laboratory of NPS Pake). 
c.Fracture mechanics testing of the welded Joints. 
(Institute of Iron and Steel, Technical University of 
Budapest) 
d.Introduction of automatic ultrasonic testing of 
reactor vessels.(NPS Paks, Institute of Iron and Steel) 
e.Introduction of acoustic emission testing oi 
PWR-s.(Central Research Institute for Physics,Institute 
for Iron and Steel). 
f.Introduction of finite element stress and strain 
calculation of pressurized components. 

-The results aqui red before July 1994 were described at 
the last regular meeting of IWG-RRPC.ft short survey of the 
present results follows belowi 



The first surveillance Inspection was performed and 
evaluated at the first block of NPS Paks after one year 
operation. (WR-440 type PWR).Host of the work was 
concentrated on checking and evaluation of the results. 

A Specialist's Commitee was formed to introduce the 
results of t.ie above mentioned researches into the 
evaluation of surveillance results. The evaluation of 
the results proved the pressure vessel to be safe. 
-An Aing (aiuminium -magnesium) alloy and its welding 
for research reactor pressure vessel was developed and 
carefully tested. Since the basic material was not 
affected by neutron irradiation (5«10 , Tn/cm* 
E.>lrteV fluence), but impurities in the welding material 
caused serious irradiation muhrittlenicnt in the 
joints.Suitable special impurity free welding rods and 
technology were elaborated.(Institute of Nonferrous 
Metals, Central Research Institute for Physics) 

-ft four channel ,cheap, portable acoustic emission 
equipment was developed and introduced into the site 
testing-(Central Research Institute for Physics). 

-The Hungarian participation in CRP-3 is being 
prepared. -

The research projects of the next years is being prepared 
now, and the Hungarian Electricity Bo-..-d is going to 
support the ressearch activity on the field of reactor 
reliability. 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

J. FOHL 
Staatliche Materialpriifungsanstalt, 
Universitat Stuttgart, 
Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany 

Main Subjecta 

fracture Mechanics tatting and analysis, varlflcatlon of analytical 
•ethodt 
Irradiation aabrlttlamant of f e m M c ataala 
validation of aurvalllanca raaulta 
corroelon aaalatad cracking 
non daatructlva examination 
alcroatructural Investigation; correlation between alcroatructure 
and toughness 

Progreea 

Integrity of cosponenta (FKS) Fhaae II 

large acale apeclsen teatlng to validate fracture sechanlcs 
analyaaa 
Irradiation esbrlttlesent (satarlele cospoaltlon, Initial 
propartlee, neutron expoaure) 
corrosion effects 
(conatant atrein rate testa, cyclic crack growth, 
static loading) 



Pressurized Theraal Shock 

validation of theraal hydraulic and fracture aechanlca analyala with 
materials of different toughness level* 

200) (completed) 
100) 
60) 
40) 

Trepana froa »PV Gundreunlngen A 
(Joint programme with NRC) 

evaluation of toughneaa of trepan aaterlal through the 
19 "2 thicknea* (a - exposure at Inner surface 1.1.10 ca ) 

calculation of neutron exposure and coaparlaon with 
surveillance reaulta and unirradiated archive aaterlal 
fast Irradiation of ardlne aaterlal 

- annealing of trepan material 

Accouatlc Eaalstlon 
verification of AE aeaaureaent* on 

full scale vessels at HPA 
Intermediate elte veaael 

during warm pressure teat and cyclic loading 

Non Destructive Examination 
validation of NDE ayateaa on the full acale veaael 
participation In PISC 111 

Leak Before Break 
analytical and experimental lnveerlgatlona on 

pipes and aodei vesaela with circumferential cracka unrier 
Internal preaaure and superimposed bending moment 
elbows under Internal pressure In the poat yield and creep 
reglae 

n 

High strain rat* tension testa 
deformation behaviour of large tensile apeclasns (wide plat**) of 
ferltlc and auatenlalc ateel under high atraln rata (12 HN - machine 
operated with gun-powdar) 

UDR - Project 
stress and strain analysis of piping, RPV snd contslnasnt under 
aevere accident condition (blow down, earth-quake) 
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B. ERIKSGAARD 
AB Statens Anlagg.^ingsprovning, 
(The Swedish Plant Inspectorate), 
Stockholm, Sweden 

A. Completed works 

1. A Dynamic Analysis of Crack Propagation and Arrest of 
Pressurized Thermal Shock Experiments (B. Brickstad, 
F. Nllsson). 

2. Dynamic Analysis of Crack Growth and Arrest In a Pressure 
Vessel Subjected to Thermal and Pressure Loading (B. Brlckstad, 
F. Nllsson). 

3. Fracture Assessment for a Bottom Head of a BWR Pressure 
Vessel (A. Letiter. L. Dahlberg, B. Brlckstad) (all 3 
available as copies). 

B. Work under way 

4. Crack Arrest Project - A Nordic Project - Denmark, Finland: 
Norway, Sweden. 

5. Study of ICSCC In Reactor Environment, SKI + EPR1 - totally 
about $ 1 H. 

6. Study of Hechanlcal Properties of Steels at Elevated Temperature! 

7. Plsc II work. 

8. Non-Linear Fracture Mechanics Analysis of Reactor Pressure Vessels. 

9. Review of Criteria for the Selection of Piping and Components for 
Recurring Inspection and Testing. 

10. Data-base for Crack-Growth due to Environment (SKI • EPRI, 
Battelle). 

11. Corrosion Assisted Fatigue of Pressure Vessel Steel. 

12. BUR Water Impurity Studies. 

13. Low Temperature Sensitizing in Steel (306, 304 L). 

14. Defect Sizing using Ultrasonic Diffraction Technique. 

15. Residual Stresses in Butt-welded Stainless Steel Piping. 

16. Modelling oi Ultrasonic Fields using Numeric Methods. 

17. Corrosion In the Nuclear Industry (Nordic Study). 

18. Development and Optimizing of NDE for "Practical Use" (Nordic 
work). 

19 Fracture Mechanics Analysis of Crack Growth and Arrest. 

20. Susceptabillty for ICSCC in Stabilized Stainless Steels. 

21. Material Properties In Submerged Arc Welds; representative 
for Reactor Pressure Vessels in Use. 

22. Susceptabillty for ICSCC In Inconel X-7S0. 



CRACK ARREST 

This is a Nordic crack arrest project in corporation between 
RlSgS National Laboratory, Denmark, 
Statens Tekniska Forskningscentral, Finland, 
SINTEF, Norway, 
The Swedish Plant Inspectorate, Sweden. 

The project has just started and is planned for the time period 
198S-1989. The aim of the project can be summarized in four points. 

1. Determination of crack propagation toughness (dynamic fracture 
toughness) for reactor material A 533B C1.1 as function of 
crack tip velocity for at least two different material tempera
tures. Experiments will be performed on thick specimens and 
a technique for measurement of instantaneous crack tip velocity 
in these specimens must be developed. 

2. With the material data obtained from point 1 perform dynamic 
analyses of wide plate crack arrest experiments which will 
be done within the HSST-program at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratoy, USA. 

3. Development of approximate dynamic and quasistatic methods 
for analysis of rapid crack growth and crack arrest. Comparison 
of the results from these methods with the results from fully 
dynamic analyses. 

4. Analyses of rapid crack growth and crack arrest in sone 
critical parts of a reactor pressure vessel. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

L.E. STEELE 
Thermostructural Materials Branch, 
Naval Research Laboratory, 
Washington, D.C., 
United States of America 

The extensive programs of the US are supported principally by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 3.id the Electric Tower Research Institute. 
The current and proposed programs of these groups were outlined alter a 
background statement which described the current nuclear stalemate in the 
USA i> well as the proposed basis for the summary programs. The latter 
involved a) an outline ot the principal address of SM1RT by Or. K. Vollmer, 
of USNRC, b) 1986 NRC research plan, c) the current and five year plans 
of the MEA Inc. for NRC, and d) the five year plan of EPRI as these addressed 
reliability of reactor pressure components. 

The principal address of Vollmer involved an outline of engineering 
initiatives on a) piping design and non-destructive examination, b) pres
surized thermal shock c) containment integrity during severe accidents 
and equipment qualification for -eismlc loading. The NRC 1986 programs 
of Interest which were identified and outlined. The«a included .1) reactor 
engineering b) thermal-hydraulic transients c) accident evaluation 
d) reactor operations and risk and e) waste management. T'IC most Important 
topic was reactor engineering. Closely related was the NRC-HKA current 
program which was shown to Include a) fracture mechanics investigations, 
b) environmentally-assisted crack growth In LWR materials, and c) radiation 
sensitivity and post-irradiation properties recovery. The 1984-1988 program 
of NRC-HEA Involved a number ot topics of direct interest which were 
a) fracture toughness criteria, b) environmentally-assisted crack growth 
and c) radiation sensitivity and post-lrradiation recovery. The subdivisions 
of these MEA programs were cited as being especially pertinent to the goals 
ot the 1WG with a request for close review of these. 

The final outline was that of the EPRI 1985-1989 five year plan which 
was provided in more detail by a 150 page handout but without a specific 
review. The plans covered that of the Safety Technology Dept., Systems 
and Materials Dept. (closest to 1WG Interest), Engineering and Operations 
Dept., Advanced Nuclear Generation Dept. and Nuclear Safety Analysts Dept. 
which encompasses all of the Nuclear Power Division. 



"NRC EKG. INITIATIVES IN REGULATION" by Richard VolIt*r (Dep.Dlr.Insp.+Enforce) 

1. PIPIKC DESIGN + NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION 
2. PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK 
3. CONTAINMENT INTECRirY DURING SEVERE ACCIDENTS 
4. EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION (SEISMIC) 

1. PIPING DESICN + NDE (Critical Issues) 

a) Pipe cracking due co Intergranular stress corrosion cracking 
and related NDE. 

b) "Selsalc design" Issues related to pipe damping and operating 
basis earthquake (OBE). 

c) Pipe break Issues (full break) and determining locations. 

d) Load combinations eap. (LOCA and SSE - Safe Shutdovm Earthquake). 

2. PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK 

a) Screening criterion Is established based on P.T „__. 

b) Licensees must submit • >t specific assessment of current and 
projected RT j ^ . 

3. CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY DURINC SEVERE ACCIDENTS (Conclusions to date) 

a) Potential of significant leakage before reaching currently re
ported containment capability pressures should be considered 
In severe accident estimates. 

b) Potential for significant leakage before reaching current con
tainment capability pressures greater for 3WR than PWR. 

c) Leakage before critical capacity pressures will occur in PWRs 
but Is quite plant specific. 

d) Ultimate pressure capability of coutalnmont studied Is 2.5 to 
3 times greater than design pressure. 

Future work 

a) Measure distortion and possible leakage through equipment 
hatches. 

b) Measure effect of constrained penetration on shall behaviour. 

c) Measure local straining around thickened shell sections through 
which all penetrations run. 

d) Measure strain in areas away from penetrations to quantify in 
a model. 

e) Ultimately qualify methods for predicting structural capacity 
of LVR containments. 

SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT 

a) Identify seismic-sensitive syotems and equipment needed to 
assure safe shutdown of the plant after selsml.- event. 

b) As»»9sment of adequacy of existing selsalc qualifications for 
that clfss of equipment. 

c) Development and assessment of ln-sltu testing methods and seis
mic experience data to assist in qualification of equipment. 

d) Development of methods to generate generic floor response 
spectra. 



TABLE 1 
PROPOSED BUDGET 

FOR THE NRC SAFETY RESEARCH PROGRAM 
FOR FY 1986 

(DOLLARS IN MILLIONS) 

DECISION UNITS 
PROPOSED 
BUOGET 

ACRS 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. REACTOR ENGINEERING 

2. THERMAL-HYDRAULIC 
TRANSIENTS 

3. ACCIDENT EVALUATION 

4. REACTOR OPERATIONS 
AND RISK 

5. WASTE MANAGEMENT, 
EARTH SCIENCES. AND 
HEALTH 

40.3 

21.7 

30.7 

16.5 

11.8 

40.) 

H.7 

28.2 

19.0 

11.8 

TOTAL 121.0 121.0 

Reactor Engineering 

MECHANICAL AMD STRUCTURAL EN6!HE,ERIHf, 

•CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

•SEISMIC DESIGN MARGINS 

•MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION 

Reactor Engineering 

PRIMARY SYSTLM IMTFKHITY 

•REACTOR VESSELS 

•PIPING AND STEAM GENERATORS 

•NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION 

Reactor Engineering 

RELATED TASKS 
•ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT INTEGRITY (AGING ANU SURVIVABILITY) 

•CONTROL ROOM HABITAB1LITY (HUMAN PERFORMANCE LIMIT) 

•CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

'•THERMAL-HYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS 

ACCIDENT EVALUATION 
•INTRODUCTION 

•GENERAL COMMENTS 

•SEVERE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

•DAMAGED FUEL 

•C0NTAINMEN1 LOADING 

•FISSION PRODUCT SOURCE TERM 

•ADVANCED REACTORS 



28 REACTOR OPERATIONS ANP RISK 

•RELIABILITY AND RISK METHODOLOGY 

•DATA AND UNCERTAINTIES 

•REGULATORY AND INSPECTION APPLICATIONS 

•SEVERE ACCIDENTS RISK 

•HUMAN FACTORS 

WASTE MANAGEMENT. EARTH SCIENCES. AND HEALTH 

•EARTH SCIENCES - GEOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY 

•HEALTH EFFECTS AND OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION 

•HLW MANAGEMENT 

•LLM MANAGEMENT 

NRC-MEA 
Current Study 

F M a U K C HECH/HHCS IMVFSTIf .AnOMS 

• P I P I N G FRACTURE MECHANICS DATA BASE 

•CORRELATION OF DYNAMIC C v AND STATIC K | c / K j c TESTS 

•HEAVY SECTION STEEL TECHNOLOGY (HSST) H T H IRRADIATION PROGRAM 

• IRRADIATION- INDUCED K | c CURVE SHIFT (HSST S T H IRRADIATION) 

•FRACTURE OF STAINLESS STEEL CLAD VESSEL STEELS 

ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED CRACK GROWTH IN LWK MATERIALS 

•ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•MECHANISM MODELS FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED FATIGUE 
CRACK GROWTH 

•CUMULATIVE DAMAGE FACTOR FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED 
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION OF FATIGUE LIFE 

•EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT AND CLADDING ON THE 
GROWTH OF SURFACE FLAWS 

RADIATION S E N S I T I V I T Y AND POSTIRRADIATION PROPERTIES RECOVERY 

•EFFECT OF ANNEALING TEMPERATURE (M5MOC vs 3 9 9 ° C ) ON POST -
IHRADIATION PROPERTIES RECOVERY IN REACTOR VESSEL WELDS 

• INFLUENCE UF STtEL COMPOSITION UN EMBR1TTLEMENI RELIEF IW 
PUSTIHRAUIATION HEAI TREATMENT (ANNEALING) 

•MECHANISMS OF IRRADIATION DAMAGE FOR REACTOR VESSEL SIEE_S 
AND WELUS 

•RE-EMBRITTLEMENT RATE OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL WELDS 
FOLLOWING IRRADIATION AND ANNEALING 

• IMPURITY ELEMENT-ALLOYING ELEMENT INTERACTIONS IN RADIATION 
EMBRITTLEMENT S E N S I T I V I T Y OF REACTOR VESSEL STEELS 

• INVESTIGATION OF LONG-TERM vs SHORT-TERM IRRADIATION EFFECTS 
ON REACTOR VESSEL STEELS 



NRC-MEA 
1984-1988 Research Plan 

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS CRITERIA 

•FRACTURE RESISTANCE OF IRRADIATED STAINLESS S T EEL 
CLAD VESSEL STEELS 

•CORRELATION OF DYNAMIC C v AND STATIC K | c / K j c TESTS 

•WARM PKESTKESS UNDER SIMULATED TRANSIENT LOADING 

• IRRADIATION-INDUCED K | c CURVE SHIFT 

• P I P I N G FRACTURF MECHANICS DATA BASE 

•HSST < U H IRRADIATION FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 

•TESTING OF GUNDEREMHIN6EN RPV MATERIAL 

ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED CRACK GROWTH IN LWR MATERIALS 

• S - N CURVES FOR NUCLEAR GRADE STEELS IN PWR ENVIRONMENTS 

•ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•EFFECT OF CRACK GEOMETRY ON ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED 
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•EFFECT OF CLADDING ON ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED 
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•MECHANISM MODELS FOR ENVIRO'IMENTALLY-ASSISTEU 
FATIGUE CRACK GRONTH 

•TOTAL FATIGUE PROCESS IN PWR ENVIRONMENTS 

•CUMULATIVE DAMAGE FACTOR FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY-
ASSISTED FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

29 •INTERNATIONAL CYCLIC CRACK GROWTH RATE GROUP 

RAJULATJ ON SENSIT IV ITY AND POST IRRADIAT ION PROPERTIES RECOVERY 

•HIGH TEMPERATURE ANNEALING 

•COMPOSITION EFFECT UN ANNEALING 

•MECHANISM MODEL OF IKRADIATION DAMAGE 

• I A R PHASE 2 

•DOSE RATE EFFECTS 

•VARIABLE RADIATION SENSIT IV ITY 

NRC-MEA 
1984-1988 Research Plan 

FRACTURJUMMNJLSS CRITERIA 

•FRACTURE RESISTANCE HF IRRADIATED STAINLESS STEEL 
CLAD VESSEL STEELS 

•CORRELATION OF DYNAMIC C v AND STATIC K | c / K j c TESTS 

•WARM PRESTRESS UNDER SIMULATED TRANSIENT LOADING 

• IRRADIATION- INDUCED K | c CURVE SHIFT 

• P I P I N G FRACTURE MECHANICS DATA BASE 

•HSST 1 T H IRRADIATION FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 

•TESTING OF GUNDEREMMINGEN RPV MATERIAL 



ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED CRACK GROWTH \H LWR HATERIALS 

• S - N CURVES FOR NUCLEAR GRADE STEELS IN PWR ENVIRONMENTS 

•ENVIRONHENTALLY-ASSISTEO FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•EFFECT OF CRACK GEOMETRY ON ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED 
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•EFFECT OF CLADDING ON ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED 
FATIGUE CrtACK GROWTH 

•MECHANISM MODELS FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY-ASSISTED 
FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•TOTAL FATIGUE PROCESS IN PWR ENVIRONMENTS 

•CUMULATIVE DAMAGE FACTOR FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY-
ASSISTED FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH 

•INTERNATIONAL CYCLIC CRACK GROWTH RATE GROUP 

RADIATION SFNSIT1V1TY AND POST1KRADIATIHW PROPERTIES RECOVERY 

•HIGH TEMPERATURE ANNEALING 

•COMPOSITION EFFECI UN ANNEALING 

•MECHANISM MODEL OF IHRADIAI ION DAMAGE 

• IAR PHASE ? 

•DOSE RAiE EFFECTS 

•VARIABLE RADIATION SENSIT IV ITY 
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PROVISIONAL AGENDA 

A. OPentng of the meeting. 

B. Agreeing agenda. 

C. Progress report on IWC-PRPC and allied activities since July 1984 
(By the Scientific Sec _ary). (Query, including the proceedings 
of the Senior Advisory Group which could be distributed). 

D. Presentation of national programmes. 

E. Discussion of Senior Advisory Group meeting held in March 1985, 
and m a " T s arising therefrom. 

F. Briefing on other associated IAEA programmes and working groups. 

". Discussion of future programmes: 
Specialists' meetings 
publications 
training courses 
study tour 
conferences. 

H. Information on the co-ordinated research programme. 

I. Any other matters raised by Members. 

J. Summary report. 

K. Closure of the meeting. 

Appendix III 

PROGRESS REPORT ON THE IWG-RRPC ACTIVITIES IN 1984-1985 

According to recommendations made by the participants of the 
previous IWG-RRPC the activities within Its framework were continued 
relevant both to the Agency's programme and the scope of the major topics 
for apeciallslta' meetings which were approved by the IWG during its 6th 
last regular meeting. 

In fulfillment of the IWG'a tasks the Agency doea its best In order 
to reach effective results in possibly broader exchange of Information. 
Being aware of similar activities by the OECB/NEA and CEC the IAEA kepi 
constant connection by means of correspondence and personal contact to 
co-operate and avoid any duplication in t.̂ e related areaa. 

I am glad to welcome to our meeting Mr. Usurer, representative of 
the CEC. Unfortunately Mr. M. Stephens, who was well known to you, coi_ld 
not attend this meetln3 because he is changing his position now. In ary 
case we expect that a good tradition of co-operation will proceed and his 
successor Mr. Calsley will have an opportunity to attend the IWG-RRPC 
meeting in the future. 

As it was agreed by the IWG-RRPC meeting In July 198'> that the 
meeting Hat for this period constated of the following meetings: 

Specialists' Meeting on Irradiation Eabrlttlement and Surveillance 
of Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels, Vienna, October 1984. 
Specialists' Meeting on Sub-Critical Crack Growth, Japan, 15-17 May 
1985. 
S p e c i a l i s t s ' Meeting on Recent Trends and Developments in Primary 
Circuit Technology, May-June 1985. 



Since the second phase of the CRP on neutron Irradiation effects on 
advanced pressure vessel steels was completed It was decided that main 

efforts should be allied at launching of Phase III of the CRP with the 
title "Optimizing Reactor Pressure Vessel Surveillance Programmes and 
their Analyses- and at the completion of publication of the results 
achieved during Phase ll of the CRP. 

As It was decided, the list of activities of the IUG-RRPC In years 
suould cover a range of probleas which are vital froa the point of view 
of reliable operation of NPPs, starting froa design and material 
selection and ending by In-service Inspection. 

The Specialists' Meeting on Irradiation Eabrlttleaent and 
Surveillance of Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels was held In Veinna froa 8 
to 10 October 1984, it the IAEA Headquarters. About 21 contributions 
were presented In 4 sessions which dealt with the following topics; 

presentation of the national prograaaes In the field 
- surveillance \nd other radiation eabrlttleaent studies 

pressure vessel Integrity and regulatory considerations 
aechanlsas or Irradiation eabrlttleaent. 

Discussion ct presentations lead to several general conclusions and 
recoaaendatlona aade by participants aaong tnea are the following: 

The large variations In steel sensitivity to neu.Ton Irradiation 
create different approaches depending on the level of aaturlty of 
nuclear power prograaae within a nation. 

- Data generated by paat and current prograaaes need to l>e 
sys'eoatlied for analysis to ease their use by all and to perait 
octlaal analysis for both fundaaental and technological purposes. 
It was noted that the IAEA could provide a critical role in data 
gathering and dlsaealnatlon. 
The research on steel eabrlttleaent should focus on clarification of 
both technological and fundaaental nature, which allows regulatory 

33 guides or rules that are not overly conservative. 

- Surveillance programmes should be designed to aake the best use of 
current knowledge of materials, test methods, environmental 
analysis, fundaaental causes of eabrlttleaent and national reactor 
design features. 
Huch is still to be learned about lrradlcatlon eabrlttleaent and the 
related factors concerning fracture prevention. The IAEA CRP and 
lnforaatlon gathering activities are encouraged and should be 
broadened.' 

The Specialists' Meeting on "Sub-Critical Crack Growth" was held at 
Che Tohokd University In Sendal, Japan froa 12 to 17 May 1985. 

About 70 representatives aade 44 contributions to the aeetlng. That 
aeetl.2 can serve as an exanple of good co-operation In that case between 
the IAEA and the ICCGR which acted as a co-sponsor of the aeetlng. 

The agenda of the aeetlng was devoted to a crack growth phenoaena 
and dealt with the following aaln topics: 

Test nethods and Interlaboratory Coaparlson Test Prograaaes 
Reaulta frou EAC testing prograaaes 
Description of aechaniaas of EAC and developaent of predicting 
•odels. 
Utilization of developed data and aodels of the phenoaena. 

The aeetlng showed great progress, since the year of 1981 when the 
aeetlng on slallar topics took place, In elaborating of text aethods and 
In developaent of Interlaboratory coaparlson teat prograaaes which aade 
peralttable a coaparlson of results obtained In different laboratories. 
The specialists agreed that there was a peraanent progress In technical 
methods and in theory regarding accuracy and relalbillty of water 
chealatry aeasureaents which led to a better understanding of a physical 
nature of phenoaena. 

The participants unanlaoualy agreed that already now th'y are very 
close to a solution of the probleas and practical lapeles>.atlon of 
achieved results. 



They expressed a feeling that In a four or five year period the 
research could be completed froa the point of view of practical 
Implementation. They eaphaslsed that a major conference on the topic at 
Chat clae muat be supported by the IAEA. 

Unfortunately, due to son* clrcuaatances It turned out to be 
impossible to organize a S.M. on "Recent Trends and Developments In 
Prlaary Circuit Technology- as It was planned In May-June of thla year. 
In accordance with a proposal froa the Spanish Government It was decided 
to postpone It. Now the agreed date of the aeeting la 25-28 Noveaber 
this year and we expect that the aeeting will be a success. 

The second part of the aajor activities of the IWG-RRPC la the 
V c y sponsored CttP "Optimizing Reactor Pressure Vessel Prograaaes and 
tneit Analysis". 

Thla year, the aaln efforts of the CRP participants were alaed at 
preparatory work In order to start irradiation experlaents. During ay 
stay In Japan In May thla year, I had a talk with Japanese steel-makers 
who had submitted their schedule of expected delivery of the steels. 
According to that schedule the delivery of the aajor part of materials 
will take place froa the beginning until the end of October of thla year 
and aoae special welds are expected to be delivered through to March 
1986. The latter aade It reasonable to cancel the research co-ordinated 
meeting planned for thla year and organise the next aeeting for the fall 
of 1986. The Agency hopes that you viii cvpor' this Idea to have acre 
coaprehenalve results of Investigation to be dlacussed at that aeeting. 

864)3102 


